Description: Welcome to the Teslafunds
"Nikola Tesla symbolizes a unifying force and inspiration for all nations in the name of peace and science. He was a true visionary far
ahead of his contemporaries in the field of scientific development."(source: teslasociety.com)
Today we have a chance to finance great projects and individuals with cryptocurrencies and blockchain as an emerging technology to
benefit all of us.
Therefore Teslafunds represents opportunity for all participans (miners, traders, developers, investors, community members...) in
cryptocurrency ecosystem to achieve important goals in developing such technologies in fields of smart networks, more usable
blockchain services, and to build and maintain more efficient and sustainable infrastructure to improve modern technology.

Ideology & Future Vision: Help us make it happen
Teslafunds - TSF is ethereum based platform that runs applications and blockchain services powered by crowdfunded tokens.
We aim to create user-friendly enviroment for honest community governing and funding network capable of paying individuals and
businesses for work that adds value to its platform from participants all over the world.
Teslafunds will be able to distribute crowdfunding tokens on its own platform. Tokens will be used for projects that are valuable for
reaching teslafunds goals. The platfom might host or issue ICO tokens when conditions are met. The Funds and tokens will be allocated
for development, community, marketing, maintenance, legal matters, further adoption researches and other costs that ensures there
are always enough resources available for growth.
Mining will be launched with fair distribution while also supporting the idea of unstopable, decentralized, censorship-resistant,
permissionless, unchangeable blockchains. People from all over the world can join the network and mine using AMD or NVIDIA GPUs, so
basically anyone with an Internet connection and a specialized hardware and cheap source of electricity can make money and
participate in shaping new technologies.
Miners that support our network taken together form the secure platform while building trust, and as our platform remains stable and
grows further by competing within the market we expect reaching new community members and eventally accomplish most of our
primary goals. The long term vision of Teslafunds is to become established platform for development within blockchain and
cryptocurrencies ecosystem and to direct our resources in creating usefull services and products. We also advocate for a prosperous
world where everyone can improve their own lives through access to peer to peer payments, and blockchains services. “Transfer money
as easily as send an email” develop, contribute mining, invest and trade for the bettermnet of global financial systems.
We envision a future where these systems will be widely adopted and in everyday use. We are looking forward to the blockchain
revolution. Help us make it happen.

Fields Of Action:
1. Blockchain Services
2. Infrastructure
3. Commercial Goods
4. Online Services

Specifications: Stability is our advantage
POW Algorithm: Dagger Hashimoto (Ethash)
PoW Block Reward (Number Of Coins In The Block): Fixed 5 TSF
Block Time: 90 seconds
Difficulty: Retargets at every block
RPC port: X
Network port: X
Max emission of coins: Infinite
Coins approximately mined annualy: ~1M
Number of coins circulating: 2M
Premine reserve fund phase 1 (Q1-2019): 500k Premine for maintenance and marketing.
Premine reserve fund phase 2 (Q2-2019): 500k Premine for advanced development and bounty program.
Premine reserve fund phase 3 (Q3-2019): 500k Premine for legal matters and further adoption researches.
Premine reserve fund phase 4 (Q4-2019): 500k Premine for establishing Fields Of Action and Token Launching Platform.
Possible announcement of ICO campaign during 2019/2020.

Funds for exchanges: Start is very important
Version 1. Pre-sell of TSF premine funds (Anyone interested in buying directly from premine funds for a fixed price can contact us on
info@teslafunds.io )
Version 2. Escrowed loan (Investors interested to make a loan should contact us on info@teslafunds.io for detailed arangement through
valid escrow service)

Bounties Purpose - We will send tsf bounties in these two cases:
1. For supporting community members that participate, promote and are active during Teslafunds campaigns.
2. For supporting the development of our services, projects and platform.

Community: Collaboration and Affiliates
Feel free to get involved and promote this project for the benefits of network growth.We need your support to ensure survival. Let us
know what are your skills and the way you can contribute. Join us as developers, designers, promoters, volunteers, investors and
evangelists and help us make strong Teslafunds platform that will enable further technology advancement. Spread the word about us in
community and write us at info@teslafunds.io

About us - Teslafunds co-founders:
Goran Ševaljević - CEO

Dušan Lukić - Lead Developer

CEO - Goran Ševaljević is a pioneer in the world of
cryptocurrencies and an engaged member of the crypto
community in Serbia. He owns a company ( srbit.rs ) for
providing services related to professional business in the
field of cryptocurrencies such as: assembling mining rigs,
educating courses, trade courses and consulting services.

c

Lead Developer - Dušan Lukić is an expert in coding involved in
cryptocurrencies since 2011. Among program languages like:
C#, C++, and Network Administrations within his knowledge
base Golang is also where his skills comes to effect.

Team expansion: Developers, Marketing Experts, Promoters, Designers, Investors …
-

Currently we are looking contributors for blockchain development to write a new code, maintain the network and implement
new features.
Experts in marketing and community managment are also welcome.
Influentual publicists, promoters and media related professionals.
Web designers who can create strong visual impact.

Legal Notes:
Early in development - use at your own risk.
Also make sure you keep your private keys safe all the time.

Links:
-

teslafunds.io
info@teslafunds.io

